Maths apps
Multiple wipeout from Primary
games has been a favourite for
a while now. Select the times
tables that you want to practice,
then pop all the multiples as
quickly as you can. Can you
beat your personal best time?

Fractions Free
Identify the fractions
shown by the pizza - as
simple as that!

69p

What Time is it
Mr Wolf? (69p) An interactive way to
help children tell the time. (O'clock, half
past, quarter past and quarter to and all
5 minute intervals)

More primary games
fun with eggs on legs!
Solve missing number
calculations with this
fun little app. 69p

Pop maths!
Match the sums to the answers.
Calculations are fun!
Free

Kids Academy 123 Tracing is a great
app to get small children started with
maths. After all, in order to be able to
learn maths at all they must first
understand what each number means,
and what it looks like. It's perhaps on the
pricey side, at £2.49 for all 10 numbers,
though.

Doodle Maths(Free)
DoodleMaths is an excellent learning
tool for use in school or at home that
covers key stages 2 and 3.

Math Bingo 69p,

Charlie Chimp
(free). It will help
develop problem solving and spatial
awareness.

Depending on the difficultly level you've
chosen, the app will ask kids to work out
a series of sums.

Bee Bot (free) (KS1)
The app enables children to improve
their skills in directional language and
programming through sequences.

Website:
http://www.transum.org
Transum (Free as based on the
internet) (On the computer and
ipad
Book Recommendations
* Maths is fun https://www.mathsisfun.co
m/definitions/
* Junior Illustrated Maths
Dictionary (Usborne
Dictionaries)
* First Illustrated Maths
Dictionary (Usborne
Dictionaries)
* Help Your Kids with
Maths by Carol Voderman
* Maths for Mums and
Dads by Mike Askew and
Rob Eastaway

